K

atie and her boyfriend Micah live in a two-story
tract house in suburban San Diego, California.
Katie claims that a ghostly presence has haunted
her since her youth and believes that it has followed
her to their new home. Dr. Fredrichs, a self-professed
psychic, assesses that they are being plagued by a
demon which feeds off negative energy and is intent
on haunting Katie no matter where she goes. Dr.
Fredrichs recommends they contact demonologist
Dr. Johan Averies, but Micah’s reluctance to do so.
ach night, Micah mounts a video camera on a tripod in their bedroom to record any paranormal
activity that might occur while they sleep. He manages to capture several phenomena, such as
objects moving, lights and televisions switching on and off, and sounds ranging from voices and
growls to footsteps and loud thuds. The strange occurrences in the middle of the night soon involve
Katie awakening to spend several hours standing by the bed staring at Micah while he sleeps and going outside to sit on the backyard swing, which she doesn’t remember at all, the following morning.
tressed and exhausted, the couple decide
to go to a hotel. Micah later finds Katie
gripping a cross so tightly that it bloodies her palm. Just as Micah is set to leave, a
suddenly calm Katie insists they instead remain at the house. Micah, angry at a situation
he cannot control, burns the cross. Later
that night, Katie awakens to once again stare
for several hours at Micah while he sleeps.
She then goes downstairs into the darkness
and begins screaming. Micah wakes up and
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runs after her, while the camera, left on its
tripod, records what sounds like a struggle
The Blair Witch Project
downstairs. The screams suddenly stop, and
In october 1994 three student filmakers disaa brief silence is followed by the sound of
pear in the woods near Burkittsville, Maryland,
heavy footsteps coming up the stairs. Miwhile shooting a documentary.
cah’s body is violently hurled at the camera,
A year later their footage was found.
knocking it over. Katie slowly walks into
view, her clothing soaked with blood. She
The Haunting In Connecticut
crouches like an animal over Micah’s body,
What if the only explanation for
smiles diabolically at the camera, An endwhat you saw,
ing title card states that Micah’s body was
discovered a few days later by the police,
was unbelievable?
and Katie’s whereabouts remain unknown.
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White Noise

There are nearly 7 million audio and video
recording devices in homes around the world.
every one of them is a portal.
The Dead are trying to get a hold of you.

The Others
Sooner or later,
they will

find you.

